Vale View Year 6 Home-learning Pack: Week 3
Blue = learning to completed away from a screen Red = online learning task.

(I will be able respond to any learning completed on Purple Mash)

Maths

English

Topic

Number Practice: UseTWO sets of digit
cards 1-9. Make one set negative numbers:
-1, -2, etc and create a zero card. Make a
number line. Roll a dice to subtract a
number 1-6 away from different starting
numbers. Take a positive and negative card
at random and calculate the different
between them. Play Negative Number
games online:
1) https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?
a=activity04
2) https://nrich.maths.org/public/topic.php?
group_id=1&code=8
Times Table practice: Practise on Hit the
Button to learn an unfamiliar times table.
Play TTRS stars to improve your score.
Long Multiplication practice: Use a dice to
generate five 4 digit numbers. Multiply
them by 12, 25, 27, 17 and 31.
Practise your long multiplication:
Interactive practice:
https://cemc2.math.uwaterloo.ca/mathfrog/engli
sh/kidz/mult4.shtml
Questions and worksheets:
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/multiplica
tion-long.html
Topic maths: Volume
Draw cuboids that would have a volume of
24cm3. (e.g 1cm x 1 cm x 24cm wide/ 1cm x
2cm deep x 12cm wide)
Use Lego to make different shapes with
the same volume- equivalent to single bricks
Find & follow the volume links on:
https://corbettmathsprimary.com/content/

1) Write a letter/email to a relativemaybe someone you haven’t spoken
lately. Include fun or interesting
things that have done over Easter.
Describe what you might do
together when lockdown is over.

Operation Dynamo- Dunkirk
1) Research the WW2 eventevacuation of Dunkirk code
name, Operation Dynamo. Find
out who, where, when, why, how.
Forexample:https://kids.kiddle.co/
Dunkirk_evacuation
Watch the story shown in
Dover’s Secret Wartime
Tunnels:https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=AgpXxZRiPrU
2) Using research notes, write a
newspaper article about the
heroic Dunkirk rescue from the
Little Ships. (See my example
below)
If you don’t have access to
internet to research Dunkirk,
think up your own newspaper
article about a heroic rescue.

2) Perform your learnt poem (for
example Macbeth’s Witches brew,
Sorting Hat song, Owl and Pussy
Cat, On the Ning Nang Nong). Ask
if your parents can add a video of
your performance to our Friends
of Vale View FaceBook group.
3) Read Chapter 3 of Buster’s Blitz
on Purple Mash and answer the
questions. Complete the poster on
Purple Mash about Someone very
special- you could link it to NHS
heroes.
4) Use our new spelling bee words for
this term to create ridiculous
sentences. Use them to make
someone in your house laugh! Give
detailed descriptions with
adjectival and expanded nouns
phrases.
5) Practise apostrophes used for
contraction. Watch video & quiz:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvw
wxnb/articles/zcyv4qt

Science:
Create different types of paper
planes. Conduct an investigation
into the best one which travels the
furthest. Record your results.
Remember to take the mean
distance!
https://www.foldnfly.com/#/1-1-1-1-11-1-1-2
Visit Purple Mash-Home-Scienceprintable Science resourcesLight/Dark. Complete your own
sun-dial

Other
PE:
Try out PE with Joe
Wicks on Youtube. Or
create your own fitness
routine to improve your
heart rate and strength.
Music
Don’t forget to log in to
Charanga Yumu and
practise The Fresh
Prince of Bel Air rap!
PSHE/ Art
https://www.iwm.org.uk/lear
ning/resources/second-worldwar-posters
Use inspiration from
WW2 propaganda slogans
to create a poster that
we could use now to: Stay
home and save lives. Why
not display them on your
windows?
DT: Textiles
Be inspired by the WW2
spirit of Make Do & Mend
by learning to sew! You
could sew up a hole in a
sock, reattached a loose
button or put back a hem
into place. Or you could
sew a new bookmark,
purse or sock puppet.
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Daring Deliverance from Dunkirk
Tens of thousands of our
brave British Expeditionary
Forces (B.E.F) have been
rescued from Dunkirk and
saved from the bombing on
the continent.
Over 300,000 brave soldiers
have finally been evacuated from
the beaches of Dunkirk, where
many have been stranded for daysunder constant attack from
determined German bombs and
gunfire.
After the German army broke
through a weak spot in the Allied
forces troops, our brave boys were
surrounded and pushed back
towards the foreign coast.
Vice-Admiral Ramsey
organised the rescue missioncodenamed Operation Dynamo by
the government- and sent several
Destroyers.

Once it was discovered that
these enormous ships could not get
close enough to the beach, a plea
was sent out to local civilians for
any sea-worthy vessels.
An assortment of ‘little ships’ –
the strangest armada even seenwere dispatched towards France:
long, wide barges; well-used
pleasure steamers; privately owned
fishing boats and ex-lifeboats.
Despite their strange
appearance, these little ships were
instrumental in the success of the
perilous mission and were greatly
appreciated.
The many injured and those
suffering from physical and mental
exhausted troops owe a great debt
to the civilians who came to their
aid- especially those who made the
ultimate sacrifice.

